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Abstract
Fluctuation dissipation theorems (FDTs) connect the linear response of a physical system to a
perturbation to the steady-state correlation functions. Until now,most of these theorems have been
derived forﬁnite-dimensional systems.However,many relevant physical processes are described by
systems of inﬁnite dimension in theGaussian regime. In this work, we ﬁnd a linear response theory for
quantumGaussian systems subject to time dependentGaussian channels. In particular, we establish a
FDT for the covariancematrix that connects its linear response at any time to the steady state two-time
correlations. The theorem covers non-equilibrium scenarios as it does not require the steady state to
be at thermal equilibrium.We further showhowour results simplify the study ofGaussian systems
subject to a time dependent Lindbladianmaster equation. Finally, we illustrate the usage of our new
scheme through some examples. Due to broad generality of theGaussian formalism,we expect our
results toﬁnd an application inmany physical platforms, such as opto-mechanical systems in the
presence of external noise or driven quantumheat devices.
1. Introduction
Fluctuation dissipation theorems (FDTs) provide very powerful tools to study the linear response of physical
systems close to their steady state. The aimof such theorems is to establish and quantify a connection between (i)
the linear response of the systemunder study to a (time-dependent)perturbation, and (ii) the steady-state
correlation functions. Different versions of FDT appear, depending onwhether the systemunder study is
classical [1–6] or quantum [7–13], or whether the steady state is thermal [7], or a generic non-equilibrium steady
state [5, 6, 8]. Response functions have been used to estimate noise [14, 15], to study topological insulators [16]
or towitness and quantify non-Markovianity of quantum systems [17]. For a thermal system, or a thermal
system subject to a quench, the FDT is connected to the quantumFisher information [18, 19]. On the account of
the fact that the quantumFisher information is awitness ofmultipartite entanglement [20–22], one can beneﬁt
its connection to the FDT in order to detectmultipartite entanglement close to thermal equilibrium. Some
recent works report violation of FDTs under certain circumstances [23, 24].
To date, themajority of theoretical works in the quantumdomain have been focused onﬁnite dimensional
systems and close to thermal equilibrium.Many physical processes of interest, however, are described by
continuous variable systems in theGaussian regimewith inﬁnite-dimensionalHilbert space. These systems also
ﬁnd an application for quantum information technologies and, in fact, have been successfully used for quantum
teleportation [25], crafting cluster states with enormous number of entangled states [26] or secure quantumkey
distribution [27]. It is therefore relevant and timely to establish FDT for quantumGaussian systems. These
theorems should be phrased in terms of the natural tools used to describeGaussian systems, based onﬁrst and
secondmoments rather than densitymatrices.
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In this workwe address all these issues and provide a linear response theory forGaussian continuous variable
quantum systems.More speciﬁcally, we consider processes described byGaussian quantum channels and derive
the linear response of the covariancematrix. The formalism canﬁnd an application inmany different scenarios,
since it covers the case of time-dependent ﬂuctuations and non-equilibrium scenarios, as it does not assume the
initial state to be thermal.
The structure of the article is as follows: in section 2we review quantumGaussian channels. The aimof this
section is to provide theminimal necessary tools for this study; formore aboutGaussian quantum channels see
[28, 29] and the references therein. In section 3we set our framework and present themain results.We prove
these results in section 4. In section 5, we discuss the application of our theorem for those cases inwhich the
channel is described by a Lindbladianmaster equation.We showhow to use our results in section 6 through
some examples. Finally, in section 7we conclude and discuss future directions.
2.Deﬁnition of theGaussian scenario
WeconsiderN-mode bosonic systemswith the quadrature vector R q q p p, ... ; , ...N N
T
1 1º ( ) . Here and
throughout the article,T stands for transpose, and the elements qi and pi represent the position andmomentum
of the ithmode, respectively. The quadratures respect the bosonic algebra: [Ri,Rj]=Ωi, j, whereΩ is the
symplecticmatrix
i . 1N N
N N
0
0
 

W = -
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟ ( )
In our notation, N0 is anN×Nmatrix of zeros, while N is the identitymatrix of sizeN. In the rest of this work
we set 1 = unless otherwisementioned.We recall that, by deﬁnition, Gaussian systems are thosewith a
Gaussian characteristic function [28, 29]. In turn, the characteristic function, denoted by c h( ), reads as:
Wtr tr e , 2R
Tc h r rº =h h- W( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
with ρ being the densitymatrix,W e R
Tºh h- W being theWeyl operator, and the phase space vector η belongs to
N2 . Therefore, the characteristic function of aGaussian systemhas the following shape:
e . 3d
T T1
2c h = h s h hW W - W( ) ( )
Here, we use the displacement vector, denoted by d, and the covariancematrix, denoted byσ, which are given by:
d Rtr , 4r= [ ] ( )
tr , 5ij ijs r= S[ ] ( )
wherewe deﬁne R R R R R Rij i j i j j i
1
2
S º = +◦ ( ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ), and R R di i i= -¯ , in order to lighten our notation. The
covariancematrixσ obeys the uncertainty principle:σ+Ω/20 [28, 30].
As already advanced, Gaussian systems are fully described by their ﬁrst and secondmoments. Thus,
Gaussian channels can be completely identiﬁed by their action on the displacement vector and the covariance
matrix. Denoting an arbitraryGaussian quantum channel byM, in themost generic case it operates on the
quadratures vector and the covariancematrix as follows [28, 29, 31]:
d Xd f: , 6M + ( )
X X Y: . 7TM s s + ( )
Here, f N2Î , whileX and Y N N2 2 Î ´ are realmatrices. The complete positivity of themap dictates
that [28]:
Y X X
2
1
2
0. 8T + W - W ( )
Hereafter, without loss of generality, we restrict to zero-meanGaussian states, and focus onGaussian channels
whichmap zero-mean states to zero-mean states. This is to say: d=f=0.On this account, themapM could
be alternatively characterized by the set {X,Y}. In section 5we review how to bring the particular case of
(quadratic) Lindbladianmaster equations into the standard formofGaussian channels.
3. Framework andmain results
Weworkwith a one-parameter family of Gaussian quantum channelsMl, whereλ is a real parameter, and can
represent the strength of an externalmagnetic ﬁeld or temperature, to name a few. See section 6 for some
examples. Letσλ be aﬁxed point covariancematrix of theGaussian channelMl. This implies that:
2
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, 9M s s=l l l ( )
or alternatively
X X Y . 10Ts s= +l l l l l ( )
Note that we allow bothXλ andYλ depend on the parameterλ. Sincewe are interested in the linear response, we
work in a regimewhere the parameterλ can be considered as a linear contribution to the channel and itsﬁxed
point covariancematrix. Therefore, we assume that M0 2M M Ol l= + +l ( ), and 0 2Os s lV l= + +l ( ),
andwe safely ignore the second and higher orders. In otherwords, if we normalize 0M andM (and doing the
same forσ0 and ς) such that they have the same operator norm, then 1l ∣ ∣ . Notice that, neitherM is a
Gaussian quantum channel on its own, nor is ς a covariancematrix.We refer to ς as the static linear response of
the covariancematrix, andwe have: 0V sº ¶l l l=∣ . In aMarkovian scenario, the time evolution of the covariance
matrix is described by the consecutive operations of themap. Choosing an initial covariancematrixσ0, that is
theﬁxed point of 0M , at discrete time steps t=1, 2, 3, ...we have:
t , 11• •t t 1 1 0M M Ms s= l l l- ···( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
wherewe allow for a time dependent parameterλ(t) . The aim is to characterize the linear response ofσ(t) in
terms of steady state correlations, that is elements of steady state covariancematrix.
Ourmain result expresses the linear response of the covariancematrix as follows:
t t s s , 12
s
t
0
1
ås s l= + - F
=
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
whereå stands for summation (not to bemistakenwithΣ, thematrix of second order operators), andΦ(t) is the
response functionwhich reads:
t X X . 13t
t T
0 0
tVF = -D( ) ( ) ( )
Here,Δt stands for time differentiation, i.e.Δt( f (t))≡f (t+1)−f (t) and X t0 represents t times the application
of X 0l l=∣ . If eachmap is applied for an inﬁnitesimal time δt→0, we have the continuous version of the response
function:
t s t s sd , 14
t
0
0
òs s l= + - F( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
t X X . 15t
t T
0 0
tVF = -¶( ) ( ) ( )
Thus, in order toﬁnd the response functionwe simply need toﬁnd: (i) the static linear response ς, and (ii) the
time evolution of ς under the unperturbed channelX0. Three further comments/results are in order:
3.1. Static linear response
Our result is fully consistent with the static linear response. Consider a scenario inwhich (i) the perturbation is
constant in time, i.e. tl l=( ) , and (ii) themap hasσλ as its unique ﬁxed point5. For any arbitrary time t the
linear response simpliﬁes to:
t s X X X Xd . 16
t
s
s T s T s
s
s t
0
0
0 0
2
0 0 0
2s O Oòs s l V l l V l- = - ¶ + = - +==( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
In the limit of t  ¥ the upper value vanishes (see section 4.2), that is:
X Xlim 0. 17
s
s Ts
0 0V =¥ ( )
We immediately revive the static linear response:
. 180 2Os s lV l- = +l ( ) ( )
3.2. Kubo’s response function
Consider a system at thermal equilibriumwith the densitymatrix ρ0=exp(−βH0)/Z0. Here, the quadratic
Hamiltonian is given by H R GRT0
1
2
= , andβ is the inverse temperature. The system is disturbed by adding a
perturbative time-dependent term to itsHamiltonian:H(t)=H0−λ(t) hwith h R gRT
1
2
= . Notice that bothG
and g are symmetric 2N by 2N realmatrices. The response function of the covariancematrix reads as:
t S S
i
, 19G
t
G
T t

sF =( ) ˜ ( )
5
The static linear response holds true only for a scenario inwhich the steady state is unique. Indeed for the unitary dynamics and thermal
states this is not the case, nonetheless ourmain result—equation (15)—still holds, fromwhichwe obtaine theKubo response.
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with g g0 0s s sW - W˜ ≔ ( ) and S t Gexp iGt - W≔ ( ). Therefore, the linear response ofHamiltonian drivings can
be identiﬁed only by havingσ0,G and g.
3.3. Alternative expression for the linear response
Practically, equations (13) and (15)provide a very useful formalization toﬁnd the linear response, for them
relying on two elements that are easy to calculate, but they do not seem to follow the usual structure of FDT.
However, one canwrite down an alternative FDT that looksmore similar to the traditional one, in particular as
presented in [32]. This reads as:
t tCorr , , 20t 0 0F = -¶ S L( ) ( ( ) ) ( )
where the correlation function is evaluated according to the ﬁxed point of the unperturbedmap, hence the index
‘0’. Here the elements of thematrixΣ(t) are the time evolution of the quadratures under 0M , such that
t R t R tm n m n,S =( ) ( )◦ ( ). In addition,Λ0 is the symmetric logarithmic derivative (SLD). The SLD is aHermitian
operatorwith a vanishing expectation value: 00 0áL ñ = —again the index ‘0’ indicates that the trace is evaluated
over theﬁxed point of the unperturbedmap. In our case it can bewritten down as a linear combination of
second order quadratures:
C R R R R , 21
i j
ij i j i j0
,
0åL = - á ñ( ◦ ◦ ) ( )
with thematrix of coefﬁcientsC being the solution of the following equation [33, 34]:
C C4 . 220 0V s s= + W W ( )
4. Proof ofmain results
Herewe present the proof of equations (13), (17), and (19). The proof of equation (20) is presented in the
appendix B.
4.1. The response function
We start by expanding equation (11) and keeping the terms up to theﬁrst order inλ. This yields:
t t M M s M
s M s t s
1
.
23
t
s
t
t s s
s
t
t s
s
t
0 0 0 0 0
0
0 0
1
0
0
1
0 0 0
1
M M M M M
M
å
å å
s l l s s l s
s l s s l
= + + = +
= + = + F -
=
- -
=
-
=
( ) ( ( ) ) ··· ∙ ( ( ) ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
In the last linewe deﬁne the response function t Mt0 0M sF =( ) . To proceed further, we need to identify howM
acts onσ0. To this aim, we notice that criterion (9) implies that:
M M 1 . 240 0 0 2 0 0M O Ml s lV s lV l s V+ + = + +  = -( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
By substituting in the response function, we have:
t t ,t t t0 0
1M M V VF = - = -D+( ) ( ) ( )
wherewe deﬁne t t0MV Vº( ) . In section 2we explained how themap 0M applies to covariancematrices,
however, ς is not a covariancematrix. Thus, we have to identify how themap acts on the static linear response ς.
To this end, we focus on the time evolution of the covariancematrixσλ:
X X X Y X X X Y t
X X Y t X X , 25
t t T
s
t
s T s t T
t T t T
0 0 0
0
1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2
0 0 0 0 0 0
2
t t
t t
M O
O
ås s s lV l
s l V l
= + = + + +
= + + +
l l
=
-
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
wherewe deﬁne Y t X Y Xs
t s T
0 0
1
0 0 0
sº å =-( ) . By substituting 0 2Os s lV l= + +l ( ) on the left-hand side of(25),
we have:
X X Y t X X . 26t t t T t T0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2t tM M Os l V s l V l+ = + + +( ) ( ) ( )
Therefore, we identify theﬁrst two terms of the right-hand side as t0 0M s , and t X Xt T0 0 tV V=( ) . Plugging this
into(25) completes our proof of equation (13).
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4.2. Proof of equation (17)
Themap 0M has a unique ﬁxed pointσ0. This is to say, for any initial covariancematrixσwehave:
X X s X Y Xlim lim d . 27
t
t
t
t T
t
s T
0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0
t s
M òs s s= = +¥ ¥ ⎜ ⎟⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ ( )
Particularizing toσλ=σ0+λς, yields:
X X s X Y X X X sX Y X
X X X X s X Y X
lim d lim d
lim lim d . 28
t
t T
t
s T
t
t T
t
s T
t
t T
t
t T
t
s T
0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0
t s t s
t t s
ò ò
ò
s s s lV
l V s
= + = + +
= + +
l l¥ ¥
¥ ¥
⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
( )
( )
Since the equality holds for any value of the parameter, the termproportional toλ should vanish, which proves
equation (17).
4.3. FDT for thermal states andHamiltonian evolutions (Kubo’s response function)
Consider aGaussian systemwithH(t)=H0−λ(t) h, where H R GRT0
1
2
= , and h R gRT1
2
= . The thermal state
H Zexpr b= -l l l( ) —beingZλ the partition function—is aﬁxed point of the unitary dynamics produced by
Hλ≡H0−λ h. Recall that, such unitary dynamics corresponds to a symplectic transformation that operates
on the covariancematrix (see appendix A for details). In particular we have X G Sexp i G0 = - W( ) ≕ . By initially
preparing the system at the thermal state ρ0 (corresponding toλ=0) the linear response reads as:
t S S S S
S S t
tr
tr tr , 29
t G
t
G
T
t G
t
G
T
t G
t
G
T
t
0
0 0
t t
t
V r
r r
F =-¶ = -¶ ¶ S
=-¶ S ¶ = - ¶ S ¶
l l l
l l l l l l
=
= =
( ) ( ) ( [ ] )
( [ ( ) ] ) [ ( ) ( ) ] ( )
where t S SG
t
G
TtS = S( ) is a 2N by 2Nmatrix that represents theHeisenberg picture evolution of all of the
quadratures. From theHeisenberg equation (or by using equation (A.1))wehave:
t R G R t
i
2
, . 30t T
¶ S = - S( ) [ ( )] ( )
By plugging (30) into (29), and using the cyclic property of the tracewe have:
t R G R t
i
2
tr , . 31T0
rF = - ¶ Sl l l=( ) [[ ∣ ] ( )] ( )
Toproceed further, we notice that [H0−λh, ρλ]=0, and hence, by taking the derivative with respect toλ, and
evaluating atλ=0, we have:
R g R R G R, , . 32T T0 0r r= ¶l l l=[ ] [ ∣ ] ( )
By inserting the above identity in (31), and using again the cyclic property of the trace, we have:
t t R g R
i
2
tr , , 33T 0
rF = S( ) [[ ( ) ] ] ( )
which can be rewritten in the shape of the standardKubo-response function:
t t h
i
, . 340
F = á S ñ( ) [ ( ) ] ( )
TheKubo response function (33) can be brought into amore useful shape. To this end, let us look at an
individual element ofΣ, say R R R Rlm l m m l
1
2
S = +( ). The response function of this object has two parts, i.e.
t t tR R R R
1
2lm m l l m
F = F + FS ( ) ( ( ) ( )).We have:
t R t R t h
g R t R t R R
g S S R R R R
g S S R R
R R R R R R
S RR g S S g RR S
i
,
i
2
,
i
2
,
i
2
i
, 35
R R l m
nn
nn l m n n
l m nn
nn G
t
ll G
t
mm l m n n
l m nn
nn G
t
ll G
t
mm m n l n
m n l n l n n m l n n m
G
t T T T
G
T
G
t T
G
T
lm
0
0
0
0 0 0
0 0
l m
t t
0




å
å
å
F = á ñ
= á ñ
= á ñ
= W á ñ
+ W á ñ + W á ñ + W á ñ
= á ñ W + W á ñ
r
¢
¢ ¢
¢ ¢ ¢
¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢
¢ ¢ ¢
¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢
¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢
( ) [ ( ) ( ) ]
[ ( ) ( ) ]
( ) ( ) [ ]
( ) ( ) {
}
{ } ( )
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where fromﬁrst to the second equationwe use the deﬁnition of h, from second to the thirdwe use the fact that
for a unitary dynamics R t S RG
t=( ) , from the third to the fourthwe expand the commutators and beneﬁt from
the canonical commutation relation, and in the last linewe reorder everything to show them as product of
matrices. Bywriting the same expression for tR Rm lF ( ), and adding it up to the above result, one obtains:
t S g S S g S S S
i i
, 36G
t T T
G
T
G
t
G
T
lm G
t
G
T
lm0 0lm
t t t
 
s s sF = W + W =S ( ) ( ) ( ˜ ) ( )
with g g0 0s s sW - W˜ ≔ ( ). In amore compact form, for any second ordermomentwe have:
t S S
i
. 37G
t
G
T t

sF =( ) ˜ ( )
The equation (37) can be considered as theKubo response function for the covariancematrix of aGaussian
system. Since it is purely deﬁned in terms of the originalHamiltonian (G) and the driving force (g), it does not
requireﬁnding ς.
5. FDT for Lindbladianmaster equations
The stationary state—if it exists—and the elements of theGaussian channel equivalent to the Lindbladian
master equation are found routinely. Let us have a quick reminder about how to formalize this—one could also
see for instance [35]. Consider the followingmaster equation:
t
H L L L L
d
d
i ,
1
2
, . 38
k
m
k k k k
1
år r r r= - + -
=
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠[ ] { } ( )
† †
Sincewe are interested inGaussian dynamics, theHamiltonian is quadratic in the quadrature operators, and can
bewritten as:
H R GR
1
2
, 39T= ( )
while the Lindbladian operators can bewritten as:
L c R, 40m m
T= ( )
with cm N2Î being a vector of size 2N. We have ignored some constants in both expressions above, and also a
linear dependence ofH on the quadratures, since they shall not affect our results signiﬁcantly.With these
deﬁnitions, one canwrite down themaster equation for the covariancematrix and the quadratures vector as
follows:
R
t
A R a
d
d
, 41
á ñ = á ñ ( )
t
A A D b
d
d
, 41T
s s s= + + ( )
with thematrix A G CCi Im= - W -( ( ))† and D CCRe= W W( )† and, the rectangularmatrixC is deﬁned as
C c c c; ; ...;T T m
T T N m
1 2
2= Î ´( ) (See the appendix C or [36–39] for the derivation.) Fromhere, the application
of themap in an inﬁnitesimal time δt can be identiﬁed as:
t t t X t t X t Y t X t Y t tD, e , . 42T tAs s d d s d d d d d+ = + = =d( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Finally, the stationary state covariancematrix can be obtained by letting the left-hand side of (41b) equal to zero.
This leads to solving the Lyapunov equation that reads as [40]:
A A D 0. 43Ts s+ + =¥ ¥ ( )
The answer to this equation exists and is unique if all of the eigenvalues ofA have negative real parts and is
given by:
t Dd e e . 44tA tA
0
Tòs =¥ ¥ ( )
6. Examples
Weconclude our study by applying our formalism to twophysically relevant examples: a driven harmonic
oscillator and a cascaded optimal parametric oscillator.
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6.1.Driven harmonic oscillator
The thermalization and/or dynamics of quantumopen systems is sometimes described in the collisionmodel
framework (see for instance [41–45]). Following [46]we use the collisionmodel to address the dynamics of a
system in presence of thermal noise. The system consists of a single bosonicmode, while the environment
consists of an inﬁnite number of bosonicmodes. The systemmode consecutively interacts for some time td with
individual environmentalmodes. LetσE(t) denote the state of the environmentalmode that interacts with the
system at time t:
t c t . 45E 2s =( ) ( ) ( )
Here (c(t)−2)/2 represents themean photon number of the environmentmode. Furthermore, we denote the
covariancematrix of the system at time twithσs(t) . After collidingwith the t/δtthmode of the environment, the
covariancematrix of the systemmaps to:
t t t S t c t S , 46s s s
T
E2s s d s+ = Åh h( ) ( ) [ ( ( ) ( ) ) ] ( )
with the indexEmeaning that we trace out the environmentalmode.Moreover, the symplecticmatrix Sη
depends on the interaction time δt butwe have dropped this dependence for lightening our notation. It is given
by [46]:
S
1
1
, 0, 1 . 47
2 2
2 2
 
 
h h
h h h=
-
- - Îh
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ [ ] ( )
Here, the parameter η quantiﬁes the thermalization rate—which again depends on the interaction length δt—in
particular for η=0 the system thermalizes after one application of themap (in this case, the system and the
environment exchange their states), whereas for η=1 it never thermalizes (in this case, the system and the
environment do not interact, and their states remain unchanged). By plugging this symplectic transformation
into equation (46), we can describe the dynamics of the system covariancematrix bymeans of a quantum
Gaussian channel—i.e. with the formof equation (6). In particular, one can easily check that X 2h= , and
Y c t1 2h= -( ) ( ) .We notice that a consecutive application of thismap, withﬁxed c (i.e. t cE 0 2s =( ) ,∀t)
brings any initial system covariancematrix to the steady state cs 0 2s ¥ =( ) . In fact, even if the parameter η is
time dependent, the steady state will remain the same, therefore, we chose it to be constant. Now let us assume
that the time dependence of c(t) is a linear correction, i.e, at any timewe have c(t)=c0+λ(t), with t c0l ∣ ( )∣ .
Moreover, the initial covariancematrix of the system is c0s 0 2s =( ) . By using our FDTwe aim at identifying
the response function. First, notice that 0 2V s= ¶ =l l l=∣ . In addition, since X 2h= , we have
t X Xt t Tt t t t2 2 V V h= =d d d( ) . Therefore, we have t logt t t t t t2 1 2 h h hF = -¶ = -d d d( ) ( ) , which
vanishes exponentially in time.
Without any loss of generality let t tcos0l l n=( ) , with ν being the (potentially tunable)modulation
frequency.We shall choose t 1nd  , such that the consecutive interactionwith the environment is smooth.
Speciﬁcally, it would be interesting toﬁnd the amplitude of the response for different ν. To this aim, it is useful to
study the linear response of the covariancematrix to the strength of the perturbation:
t t s s
t t
cos d
cos sin e , 48
s
t
s
s t
t
0
0
2
2 2 2


òs h n
h
n h h n n n h
¶ = - ¶ -
= + + -
l l d
h
=
-
( )∣ ( )
˜
˜
[ ˜ ˜ ] ( )˜
wherewe deﬁne log t1h h= - d˜ ( ) to lighten our notation. Inﬁgure 1we depict the linear response, i.e.
ts 0s¶l l=( )∣ versus time, for different frequencies. These graphs showhow the system responds to a perturbation
imposed bymanipulating the environment degrees of freedom. Such perturbation can be realized by e.g.
changing the temperature or the frequency of themodes in the environment. The case with ν=0, speciﬁcally
illustrates the relaxation of the system to a new thermal state after a quench.
Indeed, the linear response is initially zero. For small t, it growswith th˜ , regardless of themodulation
frequency ν. As time increases, the last term in equation (48) vanishes exponentially. Thus, at long times the
systemwill be oscillating around its initial state unless for the case with ν=0, i.e. whenwe have a constant
perturbation. Themaximumof the response at long times is achieved at t*, the solution of ttan *n n h=( ) ˜ . The
value of linear response at suchmaximum is 2 2h n h+˜ ˜ . Clearly, for any value of h˜ themodulation frequency
with the biggest linear response corresponds to ν=0. Finally, if n h  ¥∣ ˜ ∣ , the response goes to zero, hence
the noise is canceled out.
6.2. Cascaded optical parametric oscillator (OPO)
AnOPOcoupled to a vacuum ﬁeld is described by theHamiltonian H a ai 42 2= -( )† , with 0  denoting
the effective pump intensity. Here, we use the standard deﬁnition of the annihilation and creation operators, that
7
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read as a x pi 2= +( ) and a x pi 2= -( )† , respectively. The coupling to the vacuum is described by
the Lindbladian operator L ak= , withκ>0 being the damping cavity rate. For this system, it is not
difﬁcult to see that the operatorsG andC read as follow:
G C i
2
0 1
1 0
,
2
1 . 49T
 k= =( ) ( ) ( )
Fromhere, one can obtain thematricesA andD that appear in equation (43):
A D
1
2
0
0
1
2
,
2
. 502



k
k
k=
-
- +
=
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟
( )
( )
( )
Thus, the steady state covariancematrix exists ifκ>ò, and reads as diag ,1
2
 s k k k k= - +( ( ) ( )).
The cascadedOPOconsists of two interacting optical oscillators with local Lindbladian operators. The
Hamiltonian reads as H H H L L L Li 21 2 1 2 1 2= + + -( )† † , with H a ai 4j j j j2 2= -( )† , and L aj jk= . In
turn the dissipation is given by a single operator L=L1+L2 For convenience, inwhat followswework in a
representation, where the quadrature vector is represented byR=(x1 ... xN p1 ... pN)
T. ThematricesG andC
read as:
G
C i i
1
2
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
,
2
1 1 . 51T
1
2
1
2




k
k
k
k
k
=
-
-
=
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟
( ) ( )
Therefore, one can ﬁnd thematricesA andD as follow:
A
D
2
0
2
2
0
2
,
1
2
1
2
. 52
1
2
1
2




k
k k
k
k k
k kk k k kk k
=
-
- -
Å
- +
- - +
= Å
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟
( ) ( ) ( )
Again, the criterion for having a steady state is max ,1 2 k > { } [35].
Before trying to solve the Lyapunov equation, we note that thematricesA andG are block diagonal, and can
be solved in the corresponding blocks. Therefore, the resulting covariancematrix will be a direct sumof two
different terms [35] (one is completely in position subspace, the other one in themomentum subspace, while
there are no correlations between the two). In particular, we need toﬁnd the exponential of non-Hermitian
matricesAx andAp, the position andmomentum subspaces of thematrixA, respectively. To this end, we use the
Jordan canonical formof thematrices, that is A V J V 1=a a a a- . After doing some straightforward algebra, one
ﬁnds:
Figure 1. Linear response ( t 0s¶l l=( )∣ ) of the covariancematrix for Example A. The strength of interactionwith the environment is
set to η=0.999, and δt=10−3. The biggest response happenswhen the perturbation isﬁxed, i.e. for ν=0. The response decreases
monotonically by increasing ν, and for bigmodulation frequency it vanishes.
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e
e 0
2
e e e
, 53A
1 2
x
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
2
 

  k= -
- -
k
k k k
-
- - -
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟( ) ( )
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e
e 0
2
e e e
. 54A
1 2
p
1
2
1
2
2
2
2
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 

  k=
- -
-
- - -
k
k k k
+
+ + +
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
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Thuswe have the dynamics element for our FDT.Moreover, by putting in the expression of theCM, one
ﬁnds [35]:
g
g
h
g
g
g
h
g
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
, 55
1
1
1
1
1
1






s
k
k
k
k k
k
k
k
k k=
-
-
- - Å
+-
-
+
-
+
+
-
+
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟⎟⎟
( )
wherewe deﬁne g±=(ò1+ò2 ± 2κ)(ò1 ±κ), and h k21
2
1 2 1
2
2 2
1     k k k= +  + - ( )( ) .
This state is always entangled [35]. Bymaking use of the above covariancematrix we canﬁnd the other necessary
element for our FDT, namely 0V s= ¶l l l=∣ . In turn, the response reads as:
t X X . 56t
t T
0 0
tVF = -¶( ) [ ] ( )
Notice that, since all thematrices involved in the above equation are block-diagonals, the response will be block-
diagonal as well. Therefore, we deal with response function in the position andmomentumblocks separately.
For instance,Φx(t) read as:
t e e , 57x t A t x A t0 0 0x x
TsF = -¶ ¶l l l l= = =( ) [ ∣ ( ) ∣ ] ( )
withσx being theﬁrstmatrix in the rhs of equation (55). Settingκ as the driving parameter, that is by choosing
t tcosk k l n= +( ) , the linear response for different values ofmodulation frequency is depicted inﬁgure 2.
Ourﬁrst observation is that the position quadratures aremore responsive to the perturbation, with x2
2á ñhaving
the biggest amplitude of oscillations. From a sensing (estimation) point of view, thismeans that x2
2á ñ is themost
sensitive quadraturemeasurement in estimation ofλ (however, one can designmeasurements which are
superposition of different quadratures and perform even better than x2
2á ñ).We further notice that the response
to a perturbationwith bigger ν is smaller—except for the p p1 2á ñ. In fact we can prove that, after long enough
time, the amplitude of oscillations of the linear responsemonotonically decreases with ν. To see this, we recall
that the amplitude of oscillations at long times is given by themagnitude of the dynamical susceptibility. The
latter is deﬁned as the Fourier transformof the response function:
t t t te d e d , 58t ti
0
iò òc w = F = Fw w-¥
¥ ¥
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where the integration over negative times is ignored becauseΦ(t<0)=0 (due to causality). On the other hand,
for any perturbation of the form t tcosl l n=( ) , the linear response at long times reads as:
t
t t
t t t
cos d
cos cos d sin sin d
cos Re sin Im cos , 59
t 0
0
0 0
ò
ò ò
s t n t t
n t nt t n t nt t
n c n n c n c n n a
¶ » F -
= F + F
= + = -
l l=
¥
¥ ¥
∣ ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ( )
wherewe deﬁne cot 1 Im
Re
a = c wc w- ( )( )( ) . Also in theﬁrst line, we use the fact that the response function vanishes
exponentially at large enough t, so that we can replace the upper bound of the integral with inﬁnity. Thus, the
dynamical susceptibility characterizes the amplitude of oscillations at long times. Inﬁgure 3we depict the
dynamical susceptibility of position andmomentumquadratures. Themonotonic decrease inχx, p(ω)withω
makes it clear why inﬁgure 2we see the amplitude of oscillations decrease with increasingω. Thus, in an
estimation scenario it ismore suitable tomodulate the perturbationwith a small or vanishing frequency.
Whereas, if we treat the perturbation as a noise, we shallmodulate it with a higher frequency in order to cancel it
ot. Comparing the two panels ofﬁgure 3 also clariﬁes why the position quadratures have a considerably larger
response than themomentumquadratures.
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Figure 2.The linear response—normalized by the steady state expectation values—of the position andmomentumblocks of the
covariancematrix for Example B.We consider two different values ofmodulation frequency ν=0.1 (top), and ν=0.5 (bottom).
Here we have set the parameters ò1=1, ò2=1.1, and the couplingκ is derivedwith the proﬁle t1.5 cosk l n= + ( ). Overall, the
position quadratures have a bigger response than themomentumones. In particular, the position of the second oscillator is themost
sensitive one.Moreover, it is seen that the bigger frequency ν=0.5 leads to a smaller response. In fact, for all observables except
p p1 2á ñ, the linear responsemonotonically decreases with increasing the frequency. See ﬁgure 3.
Figure 3.The dynamical susceptibility—normalized by the steady state expectation values—of the position and themomentumparts
of the covariancematrix for Example B. For all of the observables—except p p1 2á ñ—the dynamical susceptibilitymonotonically
decreases with the frequency, that explains why the top panel ofﬁgure 2 has a bigger amplitude of oscillations compared to the bottom
panel. Also, the dynamical susceptibility of the position block is signiﬁcantly larger than that ofmomentum,which explains why in
ﬁgure 2 position operators have a bigger respond. The parameters are the same as inﬁgure 2.
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7. Conclusions
Wehave derived a linear response theory for the covariancematrix of Gaussian systems subjected to time-
dependent Gaussian quantum channels. Ourmethod establishes a connection between the linear response to a
time dependent perturbation on the one hand, and on the other hand (i) the static linear response of the system
and (ii) the building blocks of theGaussian channel itself.When dealingwith thermal states evolving under
unitary dynamics, we revive Kubo’s linear response theory.We further present an alternative expression for
Kubo’s response theory, that ismore suitable forGaussian dynamics.We have then showcased how for any
arbitrary (Gaussian) Lindbladianmaster equation, the two ingredients (i) and (ii) can be identiﬁed
straightforwardly. Through the examples of thermalization of a harmonic oscillator, and the cascaded
parametric oscillator, we have illustrated how to use our formalism. Since Lindbladianmaster equations appear
often in the description of open quantum systems [47–50], we expect our results toﬁnd an application inmany
different setups. In particular, they can be used to improve our understanding of opto-mechanical systems
[51, 52], quantumheat devices [53–58], or for the study of the open dynamics of quantum systems in the vicinity
of non-thermal steady states.
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AppendixA. Symplectic representation of aGaussian unitary transformation
Suppose that the densitymatrix of a Gaussian systems evolves under a unitary transformationU(t)=exp
(−itH), with the quadraticHamiltonian H R G RT1
2
= . This is to say: ρ(t)=U(t)ρ(0)U−1(t) . Under this
unitary, in theHeisenberg picture, the quadratures evolve as:
R t R S Re . A.1t G G
ti= - W( ) ≔ ( )
Proof.Bywriting theHeisenberg picture evolution of the jth element of the quadrature vector, and using the
Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff formulawe have:
R t R R
t
R GR R
t
R GR R GR R
t
R GR R GR R GR R
R t GR
t G
R
t G
R
R S R
e e
i
2
,
1
2
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2
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i
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e , A.2
j
R GR
j
R GR
j
T
j
T T
j
T T T
j
j j
j j
t
j G
t
j
2
3
2 3
i
t T t Ti
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i
2= = + +
+ +
= + W + W + W +
= - W
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⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
( ) [ ]
!
[ [ ]]
!
[ [ [ ]]]
( ) ( )
!
( )
!
( ) ≔ ( ) ( )
wherewe use the fact that R GR R GR,T j j= W[ ] ( ) .
Appendix B. Proof of the alternative shape of the response function
On the one hand, by expanding ς(t)with the help of equation (22)we have:
t X C C X C C4 4 , B.1t T t t T t t T0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0tV s s s s= + W W = - W W( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
wherewe have deﬁned the non-symmetric two-time correlationmatrixσ t0 with the elements
R t Rm r
t
m r,
0
0s º á ñ( ) ◦ , andΩt0 with R t R,m rt m r,0 0W º á ñ[ ( ) ] . In turn, R t R X Rm t m t m0Mº =( ) represents the
time evolution of the quadratures vector, under the unperturbedmap.On the other hand, with the help of
Wick’s theorem, one can expand the fourth ordermoments that appear in the right-hand side of equation (20),
in terms of second ordermoments. Speciﬁcally—by breaking the elements ofΣ(t) into two parts as in
t R t R t R t R tm n m n n m,
1
2
S = +( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))—wehave:
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Here, from theﬁrst to the second equality we use the fact that the average of the SLD is zero, from the third
equality to the fourthwe use theWick’s theorem, and from theﬁfth to the sixth onewe use the fact thatC is a
symmetricmatrix, and i j
t t
j i
T
,
0 0
,s s= ( ) , and i jt t j iT,0 0 ,W = - W( ) . Notice that thematrix inside parenthesis in the last
line is symmetric, and therefore t R t R tCorr , Corr ,m n m n0 , 0L S = L( ( ) ) ( ( ) ( )). Finally, since this identity is true
for any element ofΣ(t), we have:
t C CCorr , 4 , B.3t t T t t T0 0 0 0 0s sL S = - W W( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( )
which togetherwith (B.1) completes our proof.
AppendixC. Fromquadratic Lindbladianmaster equation to themaster equation for
theCM
Given a Lindbladianmaster equation that acts on the densitymatrix, how canwe build up the equivalentmaster
equation that operates on themoments (speciﬁcally on theﬁrst, and the secondmoments). To this aim, let us
consider themost generic LindbladianME:
H L L L Li ,
1
2
, , C.1
k
m
k k k k
1
år r r r= - + -
=
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠˙ [ ] { } ( )
† †
with the quadraticHamiltonian H R GRT1
2
= , and the linear Lindbladian operators L c Rk kT= . In the
Heisenberg picture, for any observableO—that does not depend explicitly on time—this reads as
O H O L OL L L Oi ,
1
2
, . C.2
k
m
k k k k
1
å= + -
=
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠˙ [ ] { } ( )
† †
C.1. Firstmoments
We start by theﬁrstmoments. Namely, for theRj element, we can calculate the terms that appear above,
individually. For theHamiltonian part we have
H R G R R R G R R GRi ,
i
2
,
i
2
i . C.3j l m l m j l m lj m mj l j, ,= = W + W = - W[ ] [ ] ( ) ( ) ( )
The dissipation part of the dynamics has two contributions. Theﬁrst part can bewritten as (we drop the index of
the Lindbladian operators to avoid confusion, butwe shall reconsider them later on):
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In the samemanner, we can deal with the second part:
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Putting the two parts together, we have:
L R L LL R cc R c c R i cc R
1
2
,
1
2
Im . C.6j j T j j*- = W - W = W{ } ( ) [ ( ) ] ( )† † † †
By considering all of the Lindbladian operators, in amore compact formwe have:
R G c c R ARi i Im , C.7
k
m
k k
1
å= - W + W =
=
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
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˙ ( ) ( )†
with A G CCi Im- W -≔ ( ( ))† , and C c c c; ; ...T T mT T1 2≔ ( ) is a 2N×mmatrix containing the dissipation
coefﬁcients.
C.2. Secondmoments
Wechoose the same procedure to deal with the secondmoments. To beginwith, we explore theHamiltonian
term:
H R R H R R R H R GR R R GR
GRR RR G
i , i , , i i
i i . C.8
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Moreover, for the dissipators we have:
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Let us deal with the two terms appearing in the anticommutator separately. Theﬁrst one reads:
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andﬁnally the second one reads as:
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Putting the last three expressions together in the dissipation part of themaster equation yields:
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If we add this to the same dissipation part, but with the elements j k« , and divide by two, we have:
L L L L cc cc cc
1
2
, i Im i Im Re . C.13jk jk jk jk jkS - S = W S + S W + W W{ } [ ( ) ] [ ( ) ] [ ( ) ] ( )† † † † †
Thus, for the secondmoments, after adding up all dissipators, wewill have the followingmaster equation:
t
A A D
d
d
, C.14T
S = S + S + ( )
with A G CCi Im= - W -( ( ))† , and D CCRe= W W( )† , with the same deﬁnition ofC that we have forﬁrst
moments, i.e. C c c c; ; ...T T m
T T
1 2≔ ( ) .
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